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DATASHIELD Managed Detection and Response™

The DATASHIELD Managed Detection and Response™ service was developed 

for the sole purpose of helping organizations who struggle to deploy an 

effective combination of expertise and tools to detect cyberattacks, especially 

targeted advanced threats.

Lack of budget coupled with a shortage of resources makes it 
increasingly difficult to implement a security program capable of:

• Comprehensive 24x7x365 continuous monitoring

• Full network visibility beyond signatures and logs

• Real-time advanced threat detection using cyber threat   
 intelligence

• Active Hunting

• Deep Forensic Analysis 

DATASHIELD is Re-defining Security

“Clients report they want a more 

comprehensive service than is  

typically reported with many  

MSSPs, where customers receive  

an alert of a suspected incident, 

which has minimal information, and 

are left to fend for themselves” 

– Gartner 2016

DATASHIELD’s Managed Detection and Response™ service operates as an extension of your security team, 
providing the required expertise and resources to identify even the most advanced threats. The DATASHEILD 
approach allows the customer to focus on validated threats only, which reduces the complexity and cost 
of threat detection. Working in partnership with your business, DATASHEILD will validate incidents, provide 
relevant context, investigate to determine scope and severity, and make recommendations for immediate 
containment and response.

DATASHIELD operates a SOC 2 Type II US-Based Advanced Security Operations Center
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Why DATASHIELD Managed 
Detection and Response™?

Combating the modern cyber adversary requires 

24x7x365 continuous monitoring, active 

hunting, deep forensic analysis using cyber 

threat intel, and real-time threat detection. 

DATASHIELD employs a World Class, Highly Experienced Team of Security analysts, who have defended 
mission critical assets in National Security Environments and Fortune 500 organizations. Going far beyond 
traditional Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) capabilities, Datashields cyber security experts use: 

• Log Collection and Correlation 

• Full Packet Capture 

• End-Point Detection and Prevention 

• Security Analytics

• Datashield’s proprietary Cyber Threat Intel platform: SHIELDVISION™ 

SHIELDVISION™ applies cyber threat intel to packet-level data, which gives  
DATASHIELD’s team of analysts the ability to go back in time to identify  
compromises that are often missed by other technologies.

As the threat landscape continues to evolve, today’s organizations struggle to keep up with attack 
sophistication because they are faced with technology complexity and overwhelming resource and budget 
constraints. Having the right people, process and technology in place is critical to minimizing the risk of 
a major breach. Our mission is to combat the modern cyber adversary and empower organizations with 
smarter, more comprehensive security posture management, and faster detection and response times. 

For the about the cost of a senior analyst you can have DATASHIELD Managed Detection and Response 
Service. Contact Us today to learn more.


